Database consolidation
Streamline your database environment,
maximising control while minimising costs

Service overview
Maintaining the databases behind your organisation’s operations
can be complicated and costly, especially when infrastructure
has grown over time. The solution is to consolidate the
entire environment. We can help you initiate and implement
streamlining, bringing two decades of expertise across database
technologies, dependent applications and related systems to
your project. We are an accredited partner to leading industry
providers and meet ISO and government standards.

22,000+
DATABASES SUPPORTED
Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL,
Sybase, MS Access and
PostgreSQL

Our in-depth database knowledge and close, collaborative
approach ensure greater efficiencies all-round, while maintaining
high levels of reliability and performance.

How we help
Our service enables a range of organisations to:
● regain control of their database environment
● reduce the number of database-related issues, as well as
patching and updating requirements
● minimise licensing, hardware and utility costs
● maximise available database space and improve the agility
of IT infrastructure
● optimise performance of databases and dependent
applications and systems

Exactly what we needed:
a detailed report on
our consolidation and
upgrade options along
with clear licensing cost
savings.
IT Manager,
NHS Trust

● deliver environmentally friendly IT operations.

Call us on 0800 389 4051

welldata.co.uk

Database consolidation

How this works for you
An experienced WellData consultant will work alongside you,
supported by our database engineers and wider team of
specialists. While each organisation’s IT is unique, there are three
main steps to our consolidation service.
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Discovery workshop, analysis and review
We carry out an in-depth strategic and technical review of
your database environment with project stakeholders. This
will help us to understand the current architecture, system
deployments and main issues and risks. We’ll undertake
a gap analysis to identify new or improved requirements,
consider maintenance, security and data recovery in detail
and discuss project timings and future goals with you.
We’ll analyse current database load statistics and use the
latest tools to establish performance statistics for memory,
processing, storage and other key areas.
Design and documentation
We’ll develop a new, consolidated database architecture
and solution, alongside associated costs, any licensing
arrangements and a schedule of project timings. Your full
report will include our findings, recommendations and
options, taking careful consideration of all core aspects.
Solution presentation
We’ll present your consolidation solution, either
at your offices or remotely, making our findings,
recommendations and next steps clear. Our approach will
minimise any business interruption, while meeting your
project’s objectives.

Everything we do will be detailed in a robust statement
of works, giving you a guarantee of service excellence,
deliverables and complete peace of mind.

Key benefits
Clients in the public and
private sector benefit
from our database
solutions.
Highly qualified and
accredited database
specialists
Tried-and-tested
approach, maximising
investment
Reduced IT overheads
and risks
Optimised, highperforming database
environment
Highly competitive service
Ongoing technical
support

Here to help you
Call: 0800 389 4051
Email: enquiries@welldata.co.uk
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